
Changing Channels

An exercise that teaches children how to 

Change Channels in their mind, by changing their 

focus from negative to positive, from stressed to relaxed.

Get Ready!
Resources  Audio Track # 6
 Words to the Changing Channels Song + Audio Track # 16

Teaching Point  We can change to a happier mood, or a less grumpy mood, or a less stressed mood, by 
Changing Channels in our minds, like Changing Channels on the TV.

Other Ideas  w Before listening to the audio, ask children to describe some of their favorite TV shows 
 (maybe cartoons, comedies, action adventures). What do they like about them? How do they 

feel when they watch them? Then, “switch” to a new conversation. Ask children to describe 
shows they don’t like (maybe news, soap operas, documentaries). Point out how just thinking 
about the shows they like makes them feel happy or excited, while thinking about the shows 
they don’t like as much makes them feel less happy and less excited.

w Children could draw or construct their own channel changers to use for practice. Younger 
children could draw a different face at each channel – for example, a happy face channel, a 
sad face channel, a laughing face channel, a grumpy face channel. Older children could label 
the channels with numbers, words or colors that represent different feelings.

Get Going!     
Activity 4 Listen to the audio.
  4 Do the children want to learn the words?

Wrap-up  What did the story about changing channels talk about? Probe for details.

 How can you use changing channels? Probe for specific examples of how and when the children 
feel they can use changing channels.

Homework  Try Changing Channels to a happier channel or a more relaxed channel sometime today.

for younger children

This activity is provided with the permission of Dr. Terry Orlick. His newest book: “Positive Living Skills: Joy and Focus for Everyone” can be found 
at www.zoneofexcellence.ca/index_new.html or www.zoneofexcellence.ca/products_new.html#books, and is also available on Amazon.com.
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CHANGING CHANNELS SONG

SMILEY

WORRIED

ANGRY

LAUGHING

HAPPY

GRUMPY

JOYFUL

SADCALM

CHANGINGCHANNELS

IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR CHANNELS,

CHANGE CHANNELS, CHANGE CHANNELS.

IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR CHANNELS,

CLICK THIS WAY AND THAT.

FROM GRUMPY TO HAPPY, TO CRABBY TO SMILEY,

FROM ANGRY OR SCARY, TO HAPPY AND NICE.

IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR CHANNELS,

CHANGE CHANNELS, CHANGE CHANNELS.

IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR CHANNELS,

CLICK THIS WAY AND THAT.

FROM GRUMPY TO HAPPY, FROM WORRIED TO CALM,

FROM ANGRY OR SCARY, TO JOYFUL AND NICE.

This activity is provided with the permission of Dr. Terry Orlick. His newest book: “Positive Living Skills: Joy and Focus for Everyone” can be found 
at www.zoneofexcellence.ca/index_new.html or www.zoneofexcellence.ca/products_new.html#books, and is also available on Amazon.com.
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